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Disclaimer

This material reflects management’s expectations and may contain estimates related to future events. Any information, data, forecasts or future
plans herein refer to estimates, and therefore cannot be taken as concrete evidence or a promise to the market. Ser Educacional is not
responsible for investment operations or decisions taken based on the information herein. These estimates are subject to change without prior
notice.

This material has been prepared by Ser Educacional S.A. (“Ser Educacional" or the “Company”) in accordance with the highest national and
international standards and includes certain forward-looking statements that are primarily based on Ser Educacional’s current expectations and
projections of future events and financial trends that currently affect or may affect the Company’s business. and therefore they are not guarantees
of future performance. They are based on management’s expectations and involve a number of risks and uncertainties that could lead the
Company’s financial situation and operating results to differ materially from those expressed in said forward-looking statements. Ser Educacional
assumes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements.
This material is disclosed solely for information purposes and should not be construed as a request or an offer to buy or sell any shares or related
financial instruments. Accordingly, this presentation is not a recommendation of investment and should not be considered as such. It is not related
to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any recipient, neither does it make a statement or provide a
guarantee, either expressly or implicitly, related to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information herein. This presentation should not
be regarded as a substitute to the recipients’ judgment. Any opinion expressed herein is subject to change without prior notice and Ser
Educacional does not assume the obligation to update or revise them.
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Faculdade de Ciências Biomédicas de Cacoal – FACIMED
Cacoal, State of Rondônia, Brazil
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FACIMED overview
Faculdade de Ciências Biomédicas de Cacoal - FACIMED1



Accredited as Faculty since 2001



Faculty re-accredited in 2020 (on campus and distance learning) and awaiting
an MEC ordinance for transformation into a University Center



Solid quality indicators with IGC = 3, CI On Campus and DL = 4



26 undergraduate courses in 2 units



90 annual medical vacancies (including PROUNI and FIES)



Solid base of courses in the healthcare area (Nursing, Psychology,
Dentistry, Pharmacy and Veterinary Medicine) and Law..

Main Unit

Cacoal (RO) Micro-region
 Cacoal micro-region (125km radius) includes the
following cities: Espigão D'Oeste, Ji-Paraná,
Ministro Andreazza, Pimenta Bueno, Presidente
Médici, Rolim de Moura
Cacoal

 Estimated population in 2018: 404,000
 Private undergraduate students (INEP 2018):
22,000 (14,000 on campus and 8,000 DL)
Unit I

1- BR FINANCE acted as exclusive financial advisor to FACIMED for the transaction.
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Solid physical structure
in the city of Cacoal
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Transaction summary

Transaction

Price

Structure

Next steps

 Transfer Agreement for Quotas and Other Covenants (SPA)
 Acquisition of 100% of the quotas of the Sociedade Regional de Educação e Cultura Ltda, sponsor of Faculdade de Ciências
Biomédicas de Cacoal (“FACIMED”) by CENESUP - Centro Nacional de Ensino Superior Ltda. (“CENESUP”), a subsidiary of Ser
Educacional S.A.

 Nominal value: R$150,0 million






Payment of R$100.0 million at transaction closing
Payment of R$ 50.0 million in 4 installments from the anniversary of the closing, adjusted by the IPCA (Brazilian inflation index)

Price adjustment for working capital at the closing of the transaction
Any net indebtedness of SOREC/FACIMED will be fully discounted from the installment amount of the Transaction price

 Implementation of the preceding clauses, common in this transaction format
 Closing of the transaction subject to CADE's approval
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FACIMED offers opportunity to generate strategic and financial value

Transaction aligned with
the Company's history

Strengthening of operations in the North of Brazil and expanding the base of health courses

Strengthening the medical
vacancies base

Solid generation of
synergies

-

Medicine Courses

Authorized anual vacancies

Annual Vacancies including
PROUNI / FIES

UNINASSAU Recife (PE)

268

321

FACIMED Cacoal (RO)

75

90

Total

343

411

Maturation of the medical course
Consolidated offer on campus and distance learning courses in the region
Efficiency gain with centralized structure

Optimization of costs and expenses with suppliers
Integration team with solid track record of execution in previous transactions (UNINORTE integration concluded in June/20)
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Ser Educacional Contact
Jânyo Diniz (CEO)
João Aguiar (CFO)
Rodrigo Alves (IRO)
Geraldo Soares (IRM)
Phone: +55 (11) 2769-3223
E-mail: ri@sereducacional.com

Website: www.sereducacional.com/ri
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